Exposed shoulders in portland cement grouts can develop cracks. When shoulder cracks occur, owners, contractors and design professionals understandably have concerns. Exposed grout shoulders are considerably more susceptible to thermal volume change than the grout under the base plate. The grout under the plate is essentially at the same temperature as the base plate whereas the shoulder is at some temperature between that of the baseplate, the concrete foundation and ambient temperature.

All cementitious non-shrink grouts have some degree of expansion designed into them. Some expand only in the plastic state, some after initial set and some both. Grout placed under the base plate is restrained by the fixed zero point of the anchored plate. The shoulder grout is unrestrained and will expand at a different rate, or shrink, depending on the ambient temperature and the drying conditions. Often shoulder cracks are from unrestrained expansion, not shrinkage, although the shoulders are also subject to drying shrinkage.

**Special Drying Environment of Shoulders**

The grout in the exposed shoulders is subject to rapid drying, compared to that of the grout under the plate or pre-dampened structure. When wide shoulders exhibit cracking, field examination (coring and lifting of plates), has shown that the cracks typically terminate within 1/8” of the edge of the baseplate. The cracks do not extend below the plate when proper surface preparation, placement, and curing of the grout are achieved.

**Solution**

Shoulder cracks normally do not affect grout under the plate. Avoiding this problem is best done by using designs with minimum shoulder widths, or employing shoulders which are cut away after initial set but while the grout is still “green”. Often just chamfering the shoulder to a 45o angle from the plate to the substrate concrete or foundation is enough. Proper curing with wet rags followed by immediate application of a membrane forming curing compound applied at the proper coverage rate will also minimize cracking.

Non-shrink grouts such as BASF Construction Chemical’s MasterFlow grouts are designed principally for use in confined areas with the purpose of supporting baseplates, soleplates, structural members, and anchoring. When the grout is properly installed, the impermeable metal plate and the saturated concrete below prevent loss of moisture from the grout under the plate.

**Function of Grout Shoulders**

Shoulders do not serve a structural function for precision grout; they are essentially a construction requirement. The formed shoulders constitute both an inlet for the grout as well as air release space. When the grout is placed in the formed shoulders to a depth greater than the bottom of the plate the plastic grout serves as a reservoir for the freshly placed grout under the plate. This creates hydrostatic pressure on the grout beneath the plate and prevents settlement shrinkage. Because shoulders are often exposed on both the top surface and on the vertical formed surface the shoulder grout can dry out rather than hydrate. When the forms are removed, the exposed vertical face needs to be cured. If there is a loss of internal moisture, the grout can develop perpendicular cracking due to the tension developed in the grout from the restraint of the substrate, vertical bolts, anchors, or shims within the plate and the shortening caused by differential drying of the top and vertical faces of the shoulder grout.

**Volume Change Testing of “Non-SHRINK Grouts”**

“Non-Shrink” grouts complying with ASTM C 1107 are specifically tested for height change, typically using the ASTM C 1090 test procedure. MasterFlow grouts will attain positive contact under the plate. To function as designed and maintain full bearing, positive placement methods are needed to avoid entrapment of air, and by pre-dampening the substrate to prevent initial loss of moisture from the grout into the substrate. Refer to the specific grout products technical data guide for additional information. Call 1-800 243 6739 for Technical Support.
HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL

Read, understand and follow all Safety Data Sheets and product label information for this product prior to use. The SDS can be obtained by visiting www.master-builders-solutions.basf.us, e-mailing your request to basfbescst@basf.com or calling 1(800) 433-9517. Use only as directed. For medical emergencies only, call ChemTrec® 1(800)424-9300.

LIMITED WARRANTY NOTICE

BASF warrants this product to be free from manufacturing defects and to meet the technical properties on the current Technical Data Guide, if used as directed within shelf life. Satisfactory results depend not only on quality products but also upon many factors beyond our control. BASF MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO ITS PRODUCTS. The sole and exclusive remedy of Purchaser for any claim concerning this product, including but not limited to, claims alleging breach of warranty, negligence, strict liability or otherwise, is the replacement of product or refund of the purchase price, at the sole option of BASF. Any claims concerning this product must be received in writing within one (1) year from the date of shipment and any claims not presented within that period are waived by Purchaser. BASF WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL (INCLUDING LOST PROFITS) OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY KIND.

Purchaser must determine the suitability of the products for the intended use and assumes all risks and liabilities in connection therewith. This information and all further technical advice are based on BASF’s present knowledge and experience. However, BASF assumes no liability for providing such information and advice including the extent to which such information and advice may relate to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights, nor shall any legal relationship be created by or arise from the provision of such information and advice. BASF reserves the right to make any changes according to technological progress or further developments. The Purchaser of the Product(s) must test the product(s) for suitability for the intended application and purpose before proceeding with a full application of the product(s). Performance of the product described herein should be verified by testing and carried out by qualified experts.